In a series of studies, we examined how mothers naturally stress words across multiple mentions in speech to their infants and how this marking influences infants' recognition of words in fluent speech. We first collected samples of mothers' infant-directed speech using a technique that induced multiple repetitions of target words. Acoustic analyses revealed that mothers systematically alternated between emphatic and nonemphatic stress when talking to their infants. Using the headturn preference procedure, we then tested 7.5-month-old infants on their ability to detect familiarized bisyllabic words in fluent speech. Stress of target words (emphatic and nonemphatic) was systematically varied across familiarization and recognition phases of four experiments. Results indicated that, although infants generally prefer listening to words produced with emphatic stress, recognition was enhanced when the degree of emphatic stress at familiarization matched the degree of emphatic stress at recognition.
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Early word recognition may be stress-full
Learning to recognize spoken words is a formidable task. Infants are bombarded with words that vary phonetically and acoustically across a broad range of phonological, syntactic, and discourse contexts. Other features of language vary with changes in speaker identity and affect. Adding to the challenge, infants acquiring their first language(s) must learn to group independent instances of a word (i.e., word tokens) into single categories (i.e., word types), and to do this in ''real time," at the moment 0010-0285/$ -see front matter Ó 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. doi: 10.1016/j.cogpsych.2010.01.002 the utterance occurs in a given language context. Further complicating matters, words are not typically separated by pauses in fluent speech, and the cues that may serve to signal word boundaries between words vary from language to language.
Despite these challenges, infants normally begin to recognize words at around 6 months of age. This is demonstrated by their early ability to recognize highly familiar items even when embedded in a stream of speech (Bortfeld, Morgan, Golinkoff, & Rathbun, 2005; Mandel-Emer, 1997; Singh, Nestor, & Bortfeld, 2008) . Over the coming weeks, they become increasingly attuned to patterns of their native language, so that by about 7.5 months of age they can recognize newly familiarized monosyllabic words within fluent speech (Jusczyk & Aslin, 1995) and even certain types of bisyllabic words (Jusczyk, Houston, & Newsome, 1999) .
The nature of infants' early lexical representations and, hence, the properties of the input speech that facilitate or hinder word segmentation and recognition are not yet well understood. Early findings suggested that infants' representations might be detailed and surprisingly adult-like. For instance, Jusczyk and Aslin (1995) found that 7.5-month-olds resemble adults in that they can recognize familiarized words in fluent speech and do not false alarm to items differing by only a single phonetic feature from familiarized targets. Subsequent studies have shown, however, that infants' word recognition can be disrupted by changes in dimensions that would be lexically irrelevant to adults, such as talker gender , speaker affect (Singh, Morgan, & White, 2004) , or pitch (Singh, White, & Morgan, 2008) . A range of studies have shown that infants rely heavily on lexical stress (i.e., when the syllables of a multisyllabic word are not stressed equally) for assistance in spoken word recognition, a factor that influences adult lexical processing as well (Cutler & Butterfield, 1992; Cutler & Norris, 1988; Mattys & Samuel, 1997; Norris, McQueen, & Cutler, 1995; Slowiazcek, 1990; Small, Simon, & Goldberg, 1988 ). Here we explore how another form of stress, emphatic stress (i.e., acoustic emphasis used to call attention to a word in a given context) is used in speech directed towards infants and how its use affects early word recognition.
Influences on early word recognition
To test infants' sensitivity to acoustic features such as lexical stress, researchers frequently rely on the headturn preference procedure (HPP). In the HPP (see Jusczyk & Aslin, 1995; Kemler Nelson et al., 1995) infants are familiarized with particular words. They then hear sets of sentences that are concatenated into fluent strings of speech. Some of the sentence sets contain repetitions of the familiarized words and others contain non-familiarized words. Infants' continued orientation towards a blinking light results in sentence sets being played; this orientation time is then measured. If infants display consistent differences in orientation times to sentences with previously familiarized versus non-familiarized words, it may be inferred that infants have formed some representation of the familiarized items in memory and that they are able to recognize those representations (i.e., the sound patterns of the familiarized words) within that running speech.
Using this technique, Jusczyk et al. (1999) explored infants' detection of bisyllabic words in fluent speech. Across a series of experiments testing 7.5-and 10-month-old English-exposed infants, they found that the younger infants were able to recognize bisyllabic words with strong-weak, but not weak-strong lexical stress patterns (and see Echols, Crowhurst, & Childers, 1997; Morgan, 1996; Morgan & Saffran, 1995) . That is, the younger infants were able to recognize familiarized words with the more canonical form of lexical stress in their native language (in this case English, in which initial syllables are typically stressed in bisyllabic words), but not those with the less common pattern (in this case, in which second syllables are stressed). The older infants, on the other hand, could recognize familiarized words with either pattern of stress. Related studies have shown that lexical stress overrides cues to word boundaries from sequential statistics (Johnson & Jusczyk, 2001; cf. Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996) and can alter interpretation of phonotactic patterns (Mattys, Jusczyk, Luce, & Morgan, 1999) . The role that lexical stress plays in infant speech segmentation has been found for other languages with rhythms similar to English as well (for example, in German (Höhle & Weissenborn, 1999) , and in Dutch (Houston, Jusczyk, Kuijpers, Coolen, & Cutler, 2000) ), though not for languages with different rhythms (for example, French (Nazzi, Iakimova, Bertoncini, Frédonie, & Alcantara, 2006) ). Thus, with infants, as with both normal adult populations (Norris et al., 1995; Slowiazcek, 1990; Small et al., 1988) and adults with left-hemisphere-damage (Baum, 2002) , lexical stress can be represented in the mental lexicon and seems to play an important role in guiding lexical access, at least in some languages.
Other influences: emphatic stress and repetition
Although lexical stress appears to be influential in a subset of the world's languages, there are other forms of stress that might influence infant speech recognition more generally. In particular, emphatic stress can be used to signal the informational status of a word (Chafe, 1976) , to signal information that is not shared between a speaker and a listener (Fowler, 1988; Solan, 1980) , or to indicate the focus of a sentence (Rochemont & Culicover, 1990) . In conversation between adults, the informational status of a word's referent in discourse influences how that word is produced (Cutler, Dahan, & van Donselaar, 1997; Shattuck-Hufnagel & Turk, 1996) . Speakers emphasize certain words over others-typically those just introduced into the conversation-by using some combination of increased pitch, higher intensity, and longer duration. This ''new" stress serves to foreground a word from the rest of the words in the utterance. After a single use of new stress, speakers generally switch to reduced (or ''given") stress (Fowler, 1988; Fowler & Housum, 1987; Fowler, Levy, & Brown, 1997 ; though see also Gravano & Hirschberg, 2006) . In subsequent mentions, the word may be replaced by a pronoun or it may be elided entirely. The reduction of stress from initial to subsequent mentions is one component of a larger phenomenon in adult-directed speech (ADS) referred to by some researchers as the ''given/ new contract" (Chafe, 1976; Clark & Haviland, 1977; Halliday, 1967; Haviland & Clark, 1974; Prince, 1981) . Accordingly, listeners come to expect that words receive full stress when they are initially introduced and will be produced with reduced stress in subsequent mentions (Bock & Mazzella, 1983; Cutler, 1990; Nooteboom & Kruyt, 1987; Terken & Nooteboom, 1987) . But reduction of stress is not an all-or-none matter. Repeated words are less likely to be reduced if they are central to the topic of conversation (Fowler & Housum, 1987) . Grammatical role also affects the likelihood of reducing stress on repeated words (Terken & Hirschberg, 1994) . For example, Dahan, Tanenhaus, and Chambers (2002) argued that adult listeners preferentially interpret accented nouns as referring not necessarily to a new item, but to a previously mentioned item that was not the focus of the immediately preceding sentence but that has become the focus of the current sentence. In other words, a growing body of research on this issue is offering a nuanced view of how even adults speaking to other adults use stress to influence information accessibility in discourse. Yet, despite the variability in the application of emphatic stress in ADS, the given/new account has remained a useful guideline for understanding how stress is used in discourse.
Interestingly, the exaggeration of word duration, pitch height, and pitch range characteristic of speech directed to infants facilitates their word learning by maximizing the salience and (perhaps) intelligibility of novel forms in much the same way that new, or emphatic, stress is used to draw adult listeners' attention to particular words. Infant-directed speech (IDS) has been identified as a form of ''hyperspeech" that is used virtually universally (Fernald, 2000) and, consistent with this view, some research (e.g., D'Odorico and Jacob, 2006) indicates that lack of exposure to IDS is associated with delayed speech development in young children. However, despite their overall acoustic exaggeration when speaking to infants, speakers still tend to position novel words on pitch peaks and at the ends of utterances (Aslin, Woodward, LaMendola, & Bever, 1996; Fernald, 2000; Fernald & Mazzie, 1991) , thereby emphasizing certain words beyond the emphasis already inherent in the IDS form. In this way, caretakers can still guide infants' attention to a particular word by acoustically highlighting it relative to the rest of an utterance and in a way that is similar to that observed in ADS.
One of the important features in ADS is that after an initial (usually emphatically stressed) mention and (perhaps) a subsequent mention without emphatic stress, a word may be replaced by a pronoun or it may be elided entirely. In IDS, however, an important aid to early word learning is that nouns are generally repeated in their full form, without being replaced with the corresponding pronoun (Ferguson, 1964) . This is quite distinct from the reduction that typically occurs across mentions in ADS (Bolinger, 1972; Ladd, 1980 Ladd, , 1996 Selkirk, 1984) . The following utterance from a mother to her 13-month-old infant (quote from Bernstein Ratner (1996) This continues for several utterances, such that the word ''block" is repeated to the infant at least ten times. Repetition of the word without its replacement with the corresponding pronoun (e.g., ''it") would be unexpected in competent adult conversation, but it seems perfectly normal for someone speaking to an infant. This kind of massed provision of multiple examples of words in a limited time is likely to facilitate infants' formation of robust lexical representations, thereby enhancing recognition. But how do the two forms of perceptual highlighting, emphatic stress and word repetition, interact in IDS? The characterization of word stress in ADS as following a given/new contract has itself been challenged (e.g., Dahan et al., 2002) . It is even less clear how such stress interacts with speech in which content words are repeated in full form not once or twice, but multiple times. In considering this question, it is useful to consider first whether the normal pattern of stress observed across first and second repetitions of words in ADS does, in fact, occur in IDS.
Emphatic stress in infant-directed speech
The use of emphatic stress in IDS has been identified as an important contributor to early language development (Bernstein Ratner, 1996) . There is also substantial evidence to suggest that the emphatic stress mothers use when talking to their infants parallels the acoustic structure of emphatic stress in speech between adults (e.g., Cooper & Aslin, 1990; Fernald, 1984; Fernald & Kuhl, 1987; Fernald & Mazzie, 1991; Fernald & Simon, 1984; Fernald et al., 1989; Werker & McLeod, 1989) , and that this influences infants' word segmentation abilities (Cutler & Swinney, 1987; Thiessen, Hill, & Saffran, 2005) . However, there is much less research examining how emphatic stress combines with the multiple mentions of words typical of IDS. Documented high levels of repetition in this register (e.g., Bernstein Ratner, 1996) suggest that the use of emphatic stress may manifest differently, thereby allowed caretakers to assist in the development of word recognition by making repeated words perceptually prominent over time rather than following the pattern of reduction characteristic of ADS (e.g., emphatic stress-to-reduced stress-to-pronominalization).
There is at least some evidence that adults speak to infants using emphatic stress in much the same way they do in speech to other adults. Fisher and Tokura (1995) used a puppet-show task to elicit a designated set of target words while mothers produced spontaneous speech to their infants. The speech data were then examined to determine how emphatic stress interacted with the prosodic modifications typical of infant-directed speech. Fisher and Tokura found that mothers attenuated stress, as measured by pitch and duration changes, on the second mention of a previously mentioned word to the same degree that they did when addressing another adult, leading the researchers to conclude that something akin to the given/new contract is observed in IDS as well. Crucially, however, Fisher and Tokura's analyses did not look beyond the second mention of any word. Given that both emphatic stress and repetition are typical of infant-directed speech, it is important to document the pattern of words that caretakers produce (and the form of stress those words are produced with) beyond the first two mentions. It is also important to examine how this pattern might influence infants' word learning.
Current studies
The present studies were designed to determine, first, how mothers produce and naturally stress words across multiple mentions when addressing their infants and, second, how familiarization with words following different patterns of emphatic/nonemphatic stress might influence infants' subsequent recognition of those words in fluent speech. We recorded mothers narrating a simple puppet show to their infants and analyzed their spontaneously repeated words. We examined repetitions of particular words and observed that mothers methodically alternated between using emphatic and nonemphatic stress across successive mentions. We then systematically varied emphatic/nonemphatic stress on target words during both familiarization and recognition testing to determine how such stress influences 7.5-month-old infants' ability to detect words in fluent speech. The key questions we asked concerned how alternating degrees of acoustic emphasis affects infants' word recogni-tion, whether infants' recognition is disrupted by changes in acoustic emphasis, and whether emphatic stress on newly introduced words facilitates their later recognition. Finally, we considered how mothers' productions and infants' perceptual predilections might dovetail.
Study 1
This study explored the patterns of emphatic stress that mothers display in their speech to infants. We used an elicitation method based on earlier work (Fisher & Tokura, 1995) , which allowed us to influence the content of spontaneous speech that mothers directed to their infants.
Method

Participants
Speakers were 12 English-speaking mothers with infants between the ages of 9-and 10-months (M = 280 days; range = 269-299 days).
Stimulus events
Mothers watched a puppet show with their infants seated on their laps and were asked to describe the simple events occurring in the show to their infants. A series of scenes were designed for mothers to view with their infants. In each, mothers were cued to produce specific content words in their interactions with the infants. All of the scenes had a common agent (a turtle puppet), but the scenes had different patients and actions. Before each scene, mothers saw a cue card with the names of the patient and action for that scene; mothers were instructed to explain the scene taking place in the puppet show to their infants using the noun and verb provided. For example, mothers would be cued with the combination ''gazelle/push" prior to seeing the turtle begin to push the gazelle. They would then describe this scene to their infants, using those terms.
The puppet shows contained scenes in which actions were performed on eight different animals. These animals were chosen to have bisyllabic names. To control for possible influences of lexical stress (Echols et al., 1997) and to avoid artifacts attributable to word choice (see Vroomen, Tuomainen, & de Gelder, 1998 , for discussion), we selected target names such that half carried word-initial stress (e.g., stress on the first syllable of a two-syllable word) and half carried non-word-initial stress (e.g., stress on the second syllable of a two-syllable word). The resulting target words are listed in Table 1 . The eight actions and eight puppets were presented twice across two blocks, resulting in a total of 16 scenes. The pairing of actions with animals was counterbalanced across the two blocks. Within each block, action-animal pairings were presented in a random order.
Scene presentation
The puppets were manipulated by an experimenter hidden behind a puppet stage. In an initial brief episode, the common puppet appeared alone. Each subsequent scene followed the same sequence: both puppets appeared together on the stage and remained still until the mother was shown the patient/action cue card. Then the experimenter began to enact the scene repeatedly, while the mother described it to her infant. Each scene concluded when the mother stopped talking and remained silent for at least 2 s. The next scene was then shown in the same manner. By describing each scene in this way, mothers were encouraged to speak naturally to their infant, in a manner typical of infant-direc- 
Data coding
Each mother's interaction with her infant was digitally recorded and transcribed in its entirety, with the onset of each new event clearly labeled within the transcript. Within each event sequence, every mention of a target word was highlighted. This was first verified via an acoustic comparison of the transcription to the corresponding recording. These highlighted transcripts then were used to guide localization of each mention of a target word for subsequent acoustic analysis. Acoustic analyses were carried out using the Bliss Speech Analysis System (developed at Brown University) and the Praat program (Boersma and Weenink, 2002) . The primary acoustic correlates of focal stress noted by Fisher and Tokura (1995) were duration, minimum and maximum fundamental frequency (F 0 ), average F 0 , and overall range of F 0. Each measurement averages across the entire word. These measures form the basis of the acoustic analyses of the speech stimuli reported here.
Results
Descriptive analysis
Across the 192 scenes recorded, mothers produced a total of 669 tokens, averaging 55.75 (SD = 10.92) per person. This resulted in an average of 83.63 (SD = 9.86) tokens per item (animal name) across the 12 mothers whose speech was analyzed. In 3% of all scenes (six scenes), mothers produced only a single mention of the target name. Most of these scenes occurred at the end of the recording sessions, when mothers and infants had clearly tired of the task. In 14% (26 scenes), mothers produced two mentions of the target. Twenty-eight percent of the scenes (54 scenes) elicited three mentions of the target; 31% (59 scenes) elicited four mentions, 17% (32 scenes) elicited five mentions, and 7% (12 scenes) elicited six or more mentions of the target. In one scene, a mother produced 10 mentions of the target! Data on the total number of times target words were mentioned by individual mothers is shown graphically in Fig. 1 . Half of the mothers always repeated the target name beyond the first mention; Mothers 8 and 12 always repeated the target names at least three times. For most individuals, the modal number of mentions was three or four; all mothers mentioned at least one word four times, and all but one mother mentioned at least one word six or more times. Graphic presentation of number of mentions by each mother across target words. The area of each dot is proportional to the number of words that a mother mentioned a given number of times. Mother 7 mentioned one word once, three words twice, five words three times, one word four times, and two words five or more times.
Acoustic analyses
A summary of the acoustic analyses appears in Table 2 . In keeping with Fisher and Tokura's analyses, we first compared our acoustic measures for the first and second mention of each target. The five acoustic measures for the first and second mentions of target words were each analyzed using a single-factor (mention) repeated measures ANOVA. All analyses were conducted with subjects as the random factor. These revealed that second uses of target words were significantly shorter than the first, F(1, 11) = 26.64, p < .001, g 2 = 0.71. Average F 0 was higher for first than second mentions of target words, F(1, 11) = 4.91, p < .05, g 2 = 0.31. Although the difference between minimum F 0 for the first and second mentions did not reach significance, F(1, 11) = 4.25, p = .064 g 2 = 0.28, the maximum F 0 did differ significantly between the two, F(1, 11) = 21.74, p < .001, g 2 = 0.66, as did the overall range of F 0 , F(1, 11) = 44.44, p < .001, g 2 = 0.80.
Overall, these findings are consistent with those reported by Fisher and Tokura across the first and second mention; they found comparable significant differences for all five measures. Thus, our data from comparing first and second mentions of target words comport with Fisher and Tokura's claim that emphatic stress is reduced from first to second mention in speech directed to infants, as it is in speech between adults. However, we have many more subsequent mentions of each word within scenes to consider. What happens to the acoustic form of a word beyond the second mention? One interpretation would predict a monotonic decrease across repetitions in measures correlated with stress, a function of increasing levels of familiarity, or ''givenness," across mentions. Statistically, this means that there should be a linear trend demonstrating a steady decrease in acoustic prominence across mentions: shorter duration, lower average and maximum F 0 , smaller F 0 range. Another interpretation, one in which stress is all or none, would not predict a linear trend, but rather something more like a big decrease in stress after the first mention followed by a plateau. A third would predict that caretakers revert to emphatically stressing the word again, were they to repeat it yet a third (and fourth) time, thus repeating the emphatic/nonemphatic cycle. To test these predictions, we compared changes in duration and acoustic indicators of stress across mention, focusing on the first through fifth mentions. We chose five mentions for analysis due to the limited number of tokens that speakers produced beyond five (21 tokens in all were produced as a sixth or subsequent mention); tokens from the first through fifth mentions provided us with 648 tokens for further analysis. Analysis of these data showed a marginally significant reduction of average duration across mention, linear trend, F(1, 11) = 4.78, p = .051, g 2 = 0.30. However, analyses of all the other acoustic measures revealed no other significant linear trends: average F 0 , F(1, 11) = .232, ns; maximum F 0 , F(1, 11) = .001, ns; minimum F 0 , F(1, 11) = 1.32, ns; and pitch range (reported here in semitones), F(1, 11) = 2.45, ns.
A strict view of the given/new contract would also predict the absence of higher-order trends. That is, a linear reduction in stress across mentions prior to pronominalization should preclude any other pattern of stress in the data. Nevertheless, our analyses revealed significant quartic trends in four out of the five dependent measures: rather than monotonically decreasing stress, mothers alternated their use of stressed and unstressed word forms. For example, although the average duration across the bisyllabic targets words was 720 ms (SD = 270), a trend analysis across mentions by mothers revealed that the average word duration alternated significantly from mention to mention, quartic trend, F(1, 11) = 17.42, p < .01, g 2 = 0.62. A closer examination of these measures indicated that speakers produced words with relatively longer durations upon first mention (M = 842 ms, SD = 294), followed by a significant decrease in duration for the subsequent (second) mention (M = 652, SD = 235). However, rather than continuing subsequent repetitions with relatively reduced durations or the same duration as the second mention (as might be the case if the trend were strictly linear) mothers again produced words with relatively longer durations upon third mention (M = 712 ms, SD = 279) and continued alternating between longer and shorter production in this manner up through the fifth mention. This back-and-forth process can be seen in Fig. 2 , in which duration changes across mentions are plotted. The marginally significant linear trend can be observed embedded in this longer/shorter pattern, such that overall duration decreases with each subsequent mention. But the quartic trend is predominant. A within-subjects trend analysis of maximum F 0 revealed a significant alternation from mention to mention as well, quartic trend, F(1, 11) = 22.72, p < .001, g 2 = 0.67. This alternating pattern is further reflected in a significant quartic trend across mentions for average F 0 , F(1, 11) = 9.94, p < .01, g 2 = 0.47. Finally, pitch range (reported here in semitones) followed the same repeating, alternating pattern (e.g., large range followed by small range) when analyzed across mentions, quartic trend,
.70. Of all the acoustic indicators of stress, only the average minimum F 0 did not significantly alternate from mention to mention in lockstep with the other acoustic indicators of stress, quartic trend, F(1, 11) = .368, ns.
Discussion
Sometimes, mothers say the same thing over and over again. Although we did not instruct mothers to repeat any words, they nevertheless did so readily. In only a tiny fraction of the scenes presentedmostly at the end of the session when mother and infant were clearly fatigued -did mothers fail to mention target names more than once. On average, mothers mentioned the target names 3.5 times per scene. Our acoustic analyses showed that first mentions are longer, higher pitched, and have greater pitch range than do second mentions. These results comport with those of Fisher and Tokura (1995) , who suggested that something like a given/new contract is honored in child-directed speech. Findings from Study 1, however, are not predicted by traditional models of emphatic stress as it is used in ADS (e.g., Chafe, 1976; Clark & Haviland, 1977; Halliday, 1967; Haviland & Clark, 1974; Prince, 1981) . These predict that words should receive full emphasis when first introduced and reduced stress with subsequent mentions (either gradually or completely). As the significant quartic trends that we found show, these data did not fit this pattern, but neither did they fit patterns one would expect if one simply predicts that emphatic stress aids infants' language learning (e.g., Bernstein Ratner, 1996) . Although mothers in Study 1 repeated words in a manner characteristic of infant-directed speech, they did not consistently reduce or emphasize stress on target names across mentions, nor did they shift to using pronouns. Rather, on average, they alternated between producing the full form of the target word with emphatic and nonemphatic while speaking to infants, regardless of how many times they mentioned the given word.
Of course, we should expect some variability in stress-related acoustic features unrelated to its informational status, since it is only one of a number of influences on the acoustic properties of words. Other factors include the position of the word within an utterance and utterance length, to name just two. Since the alternating pattern we have observed is the result of averaging across talkers and words, it undoubtedly is influenced by these other factors as well, and the given/new characterization of the pattern is one of many possible such characterizations. What is important to note, however, is that this pattern appears to be specific to infant-directed speech and is consistent with our third prediction: that is, it is the product of multiple, sequential mentions of particular words, a phenomenon not readily observable in speech directed towards adults. Overall then, our findings are consistent with the prediction that caretakers revert to the emphatic/nonemphatic stress pattern for subsequent mentions of a word, apparently repeating that cycle as many times as their repetition of the word required.
It is important to keep in mind, however, that the nature of the task required mothers to engage infants' attention given a repeated visual scene. Perhaps caretakers cycled between emphatic/nonemphatic stress in order to maintain their infants' attention to the extended scene. One can imagine that the acoustic result of such cycling would be a rhythmic, almost sing-song pattern that may have helped maintain infants' attention. Another possibility is that caretakers were producing more complex patterns of stress across their utterances, which our focus on target animal names failed to capture. Although we did not formally code the form of stress used to refer to the other animal (i.e., the turtle), one can imagine that caretakers may have shifted the focal stress from one acting animal to the other across mentions. Regardless, caretakers' repetition of the emphatic/nonemphatic stress pattern across mentions of the same word provided infants with varied acoustic examples of targets in a manner that might aid in later recognition (see Singh, 2008) . To determine whether infants can indeed recognize words as they follow this alternating stress pattern within fluent speech, Study 2 extended the naturally occurring pattern of emphatic stress observed in Study 1 to an infant word-form recognition paradigm.
Study 2
In this set of three experiments, we explore the role of emphatic stress in infants' spoken word recognition using the word recognition technique-the headturn preference procedure, or HPP-described earlier. To date, studies investigating infants' spoken word recognition have not explicitly manipulated emphatic stress of target words. We presume, however, that because familiarization exemplars have been produced explicitly for the experiments in which they were used, it is likely that they have been uniformly emphatically stressed. Therefore, in the following three experiments we manipulated the pattern of emphatic/nonemphatic stress on target words that infants heard during the familiarization and recognition phases of each.
Study 2A
Results from Study 1 indicate that mothers naturally alternate between emphasizing and deemphasizing content words in their speech to infants. To test whether infants are sensitive to this form of acoustic variation, in Study 2A we familiarized infants with words following this alternating stress pattern. We subsequently tested whether they recognized the words they had been familiarized with in isolation when they were in fluent speech with the same alternating stress pattern. In each of the subsequent perceptual studies, we familiarized infants with isolated words and tested them with those words in sentences, as this design allowed us to establish infant recognition for words in fluent speech. We did this rather than familiarizing the infants with words in fluent speech and then testing them on those words in isolation, as this is the first set of studies to explicitly examine the influence of emphatic/nonemphatic stress on word-form recognition. The pattern of testing we employed is generally considered an easier task for infants and thereby will serve to establish whether manipulations of emphatic/nonemphatic stress patterns on familiarization items influences infants' subsequent recognition of those items. Future research will extend testing to familiarization with words in fluent speech and recognition testing with isolated words.
Method 3.2.1. Participants
Sixteen infants (7 females and 9 males) from monolingual English-speaking households were tested. The average age of the infants was 230 days (SD = 5 days; range = 220-240 days), approximately 7.5 months. Testing was not completed with two additional infants due to crying and fussiness, and with one due to equipment failure.
Stimuli and apparatus
Stimuli consisted of four bisyllabic words and four six-sentence sets. The words were animal names (chicken, dolphin, falcon, and monkey) that had been judged unfamiliar to infants of this age in pretesting with mothers. We used only strong-weak target words because, as noted earlier, research has indicated that 7.5-month-olds can recognize strong-weak, but not weak-strong, bisyllables in fluent speech . These stimuli were embedded in fluent-speech utterances that were designed to mimic the alternating emphasis patterns generated naturally by mothers in Study 1.
Briefly, we established that the acoustic characteristics of our stimuli were consistent both with those reported in the literature for emphatic relative to nonemphatic stress (Fisher & Tokura, 1995; Fowler, 1988; Fowler et al., 1997) , and with the values reported in Study 1. Similar to previous studies and our own earlier observations, emphatically stressed words were characterized by higher overall F 0 maxima and higher mean pitch and pitch range than nonemphatic stress. Although speech rate did not differ significantly for the two types of sentences, duration of target words within the sentences did differ by focal stress type. Based on independently calibrated perceptual ratings and acoustic analyses, the stimuli were judged to convey the appropriate forms of emphatic and nonemphatic stress as produced by mothers addressing their infants. With these sentences and single word tokens, we were able to construct the familiarization and test stimuli for our perceptual experiments while controlling for speaker variation. Appendix A includes more detailed information on how utterances were developed for this and the subsequent studies; Appendix B shows the sentences used in this study.
Testing apparatus
Testing was conducted in a three-sided booth constructed of pegboard that was placed inside a sound-treated laboratory room. Each of the three walls of the booth was 120 cm wide. A chair was placed at the open side of the testing booth for the parent to sit on with the infant in his or her lap, about 110 cm from the center wall of the booth. A single, amber light was mounted at an infant's eye level (86 cm above the floor) on the booth's center wall. Single green lights were mounted on each of the two side walls at the same level as the center light. Loudspeakers were positioned behind the side walls, below the two green lights. A video camera (Panasonic CCTV model VW-1410) was situated behind the center wall with its lens trained through a hole cut 12.3 cm above the yellow light. Only the lens was visible from within the testing booth. The camera's view encompassed the width of the testing booth and allowed infants' behavior to be remotely monitored. The loudspeakers and lights were linked to a computer in a control room located down the hall from the test room. A video recorder (Panasonic Time Lapse model AG 6040) and monitor (Panasonic model WV-5410) were connected to the video camera in the test room so that an experimenter seated in the control room could observe and record the infants' responses, while at the same time not hearing what the infants were hearing. The experimenter also controlled the onset and offset of the three lights and the presentation of auditory stimuli to infants via a computer program designed specifically for operating the experiment. All stimuli were set to play at a conversational volume (75 dB) in the testing room using a Radio Shack sound level meter.
Testing protocol
Infants heard repetitions of two different target words during familiarization. Presentation of the two words was randomized across trials such that during any given trial, only one target word was presented, alternating between emphatically and nonemphatically stressed production. The pairs of words used as familiarized targets (either chicken and dolphin or monkey and falcon) were counterbalanced across subjects. During recognition testing, infants heard sentences containing each of the four words, so that the familiarized words in sentences for some infants were the non-familiarized words to others, and vice versa. All sets of test sentences were arranged so that acoustic production of the target word alternated between emphatic and nonemphatic stress from one sentence to the next within a set.
During testing, the infant was seated on a parent's lap facing the center light. The parent listened to instrumental music over Bose aircraft-quality noise-cancellation headphones to mask experimental stimuli. Each trial began with the amber light on the center panel blinking in order to draw the infant's attention to the center of the booth (to midline). When the infant oriented toward the blinking center light, the experimenter called for a trial. At this point, the center light was extinguished and one of the green lights located on either side of the infant began to blink. Side of presentation was randomized across trials. When the infant oriented in the direction of the blinking green light, the experimenter in the control room pushed a button that caused the blinking light to illuminate completely and the auditory stimuli to begin playing through the loudspeaker on that side of the testing booth. The change in the light occurred simultaneously with the onset of the auditory stimuli to help infants form an association between their own orientation towards the light with the onset of auditory stimuli.
During the familiarization phase of the experiment, the target words continued playing until the infant turned away, up to a maximum of 30 s. A trial automatically terminated if the infant looked away for more than 2 s and a new trial began. If the infant turned briefly away from the target, but for less than 2 s, the trial continued with time spent looking away not included in the calculation of total orientation time for that trial. Familiarization continued until the infant received 30 s of exposure to each of the two target words. Importantly, once the infant achieved the familiarization criterion for one word, the familiarization trials that followed presented only the other word, until criterion was reached for the second word as well. This modification of the HPP was instituted to ensure that differences in orientation times during recognition testing could not be due to different amounts of familiarization with the two target words. In each experiment, familiarization stimuli were counterbalanced across subjects. When the infant reached 30 s of looking time with the second word, the test phase began.
During the recognition test phase, all of the infants heard four sets of concatenated sentences (see Appendix B). Two of the sets contained sentences with familiarized words and two contained sentences with non-familiarized words. Recognition test trials were blocked so that each of the four sentence sets occurred once within a given block. A total of three blocks were presented to each infant and the order of sentence sets within a block was randomized. Within each set, the order of pairs of sentences-where each pair contained one sentence with emphatic stress on the target word followed by one sentence with nonemphatic stress on the target word-was randomized on each trial. The recognition test procedure was identical to the familiarization procedure, except that the side light continued to blink while the infant was oriented towards it. As in the familiarization phase, a trial automatically terminated if the infant looked away for more than 2 s; the looking time for that trial was recorded based on the point at which the infant looked away. If the infant continued to look at the light for 20 s, the trial ended automatically and the next trial began. If the infant failed to look at the light for at least 2 s, the trial repeated automatically, with a new randomized order of the sentence pairs for that set. A minimum criterion of 2 s was necessary for the infant to hear at least one instance of the familiarized or non-familiarized word in a single sentence.
Results and discussion
Analysis of familiarization phase
A within-subjects analysis of familiarization showed no difference in the number of trials infants received with one target word (M = 3.75, SD = 1.06) versus the other (M = 4.0, SD = 1.33), t(15) = 0.49, ns. Nor was there any difference in the amount of orientation per familiarization trial for one target (M = 8.54 s, SD = 2.80) versus the other (M = 8.30 s, SD = 4.54), t(15) = 0.74, ns. Therefore, infants did not receive different amounts of familiarization to the two target words, nor did they complete familiarization at different rates for the target words.
Analysis of recognition test phase
The dependent measure for recognition was the time an infant spent oriented towards the light while the different sentence sets played. Improved recognition as a result of familiarization was operationalized as a significant difference in orientation towards those sentences containing familiarized words, relative to those containing non-familiarized words. Mean orientation times to the four different sentence sets were thus calculated for each infant across the three test blocks. These were then averaged for sentence sets containing the familiarized words and for those containing the non-familiarized words. These orientation times are presented in Fig. 3 . Overall, infants oriented to sentence sets containing familiarized words for longer periods (M = 8.29 s, SD = 2.61 s) than they did for those containing non-familiarized words (M = 6.70 s, SD = 1.54 s), t(15) = 3.01, p < .01. A mixed-factor analysis of variance further indicated that this effect was not influenced by counter-balancing condition, F < 1. Effects of counter-balancing were examined in all studies and no interactions with key variables were found; in all subsequent analyses, counter-balancing conditions were collapsed.
Study 2A demonstrated that infants can recognize words in fluent speech with which they have been previously familiarized when those words alternate between emphatic and nonemphatic stress in a manner consistent with the natural production observed in Study 1. What remains unclear is whether familiarization with a mix of stressed and unstressed tokens results in better word recognition than familiarization with words that receive only emphatic stress. Studies 2B and 2C were designed to address this question.
Study 2B
In Study 2B, two groups of 7.5-month-old infants were tested in a manner identical to that described in Study 2A. However, rather than being familiarized with words whose stress alternated between emphatic and nonemphatic and then being tested with the same alternating pattern, half of the infants in this experiment were familiarized with items produced entirely with emphatic stress and half were familiarized with items produced entirely with nonemphatic stress. All infants were tested using the same sentence sets that were used in Study 2A, in which the stress on target and control words regularly alternated between emphatic and nonemphatic forms. This means that, for both groups of infants, familiarization items were acoustically similar to test items half of the time (and acoustically dissimilar the other half). To the extent that emphatic stress aids word-form learning (e.g., Bernstein Ratner, 1986), we expected that infants who were familiarized with words produced entirely with emphatic stress would be more effective at subsequently recognizing those words in fluent speech than infants who were familiarized with words produced with nonemphatic stress.
Method
Participants
Thirty-two infants (15 females and 17 males) from monolingual English-speaking households were tested. The infants' average age was 227 days (SD = 5 days; range = 218-243 days), approximately 7.5 months. Three additional infants were excluded due to general inattention and failure to complete the test.
Stimuli, apparatus, and procedure
One group of infants was familiarized with two target words produced with emphatic stress. A second group of infants was familiarized with two targets produced with nonemphatic stress. All infants were tested with four sentence sets in which target and control words alternated between emphatic and nonemphatic stress, as in Study 2A. All other aspects of the apparatus and procedure were identical to the previous experiment as well.
Results
Analysis of familiarization phase
Although it is important for infants to receive comparable amounts of familiarization with both targets, one might predict that they would complete familiarization earlier (that is, over fewer trials) for the words produced with emphatic stress than for the words produced with nonemphatic stress, given the acoustic salience of the former. Indeed, infants took slightly fewer trials to reach familiarization criterion with emphatically stressed words (M = 3.94, SD = 0.64) relative to nonemphatically stressed words, (M = 4.25, SD = 1.74), but this difference was not significant t(31) = 0.11, ns. Furthermore, individual trials for familiarization with emphatically stressed words lasted somewhat longer than those for nonemphatically stressed words (M = 8.17 s, SD = 1.53 vs. M = 7.93 s, SD = 3.22), however, this difference was only marginally significant, t(31) = 0.54, ns.
Analysis of recognition test phase
The results of Study 2B can be seen in Fig. 4 . Data were analyzed in a 2 (Stress Type) Â 2 (Familiarity) mixed ANOVA. During recognition trials infants oriented longer to the words with which they had been familiarized (7.96 s; SD = 2.08 s) than to non-familiarized words (6.83 s; SD = 1.80 s), F(1, 30) = 12.53, p < .001, g 2 = 0.08. There was also a main effect for stress type: infants who were familiarized with emphatically stressed words produced longer overall orientation times (averaged across target and control sentence sets) at recognition (8.18 s; SD = 2.02 s) than did infants who were familiarized with nonemphatically stressed words (6.61 s; SD = 1.69 s), F(1, 30) = 8.20, p < .008, g 2 = 0.16. However, orientation times towards sentence sets containing familiarized words did not differ significantly based on whether that familiarization took place with emphatic or nonemphatic stress, as there was no interaction between condition and familiarity, F(1, 30) = .054, ns.
Discussion
First, to establish the relative strength of the effects observed in this and the previous study, we computed the effect sizes for each by calculating the pooled standard deviation from the original standard deviations rather than from the t statistic, which constitutes a more conservative approach (Dunlop, Cortina, Vaslow, & Burke, 1996) . This yielded an effect for Study 2A that was moderately strong (Cohen's d = 0.74). Because we are interested in the arm of Study 2B in which infants were familiarized with emphatically stressed words, we calculated the effect size specifically for it (Cohen's d = 0.53). The moderate effect size in Study 2B is notably smaller than that obtained in Study 2A, when stress at familiarization contained both emphatic and nonemphatic forms. This suggests two possibilities: that variability in the acoustic structure of the target words during familiarization is at least as important as the acoustic salience of the words themselves, or that similarity in the acoustic structure of target words from familiarization to recognition bolsters the effect, regardless of what that structure is. We will return to this issue in Study 3.
Second, even when familiarization stimuli were acoustically consistent only half of the time with items at recognition, infants were still able to recognize familiarized targets. If acoustically salient, emphatic stress at familiarization were driving infants' subsequent recognition in this more challenging task, then infants familiarized with acoustically reduced items should have had difficulty recognizing them. Instead, infants familiarized entirely with nonemphatically stressed stimuli were able to recognize alternating stress target items at recognition to the same degree as infants familiarized with emphatically stressed stimuli.
Finally, although the main effect of stress type in Study 2B indicates that infants' attention was affected by the nature of the familiarization stimuli, we (somewhat unexpectedly) did not observe that emphatically stressed words were immediately superior in engaging infants' attention, as there were no differences in orientation time during the familiarization phase of the experiment. Rather, emphatic stress during familiarization had the effect of better maintaining infants' attention during the recognition phase of the procedure. Insofar as mothers' immediate goal is to maintain their infants' attention in ongoing interactions, this might explain why mothers revert to using emphatic stress when repeating words. Nevertheless, a more sensitive design might yet reveal effects of emphatic stress on infants' word-form learning for recognition. We thus repeated Study 2B, but used a within-rather than between-subjects design.
Study 2C
The experiments reported up to this point have involved manipulations in which infants were familiarized with words produced with a single pattern of stress (all emphatic, all nonemphatic, or alternating between the two). Does acoustic salience assume additional importance when emphatic and nonemphatic stimuli are pitted against one another? In Study 2C, one of the words that infants heard was always emphatically stressed during familiarization, while the other was always nonemphatically stressed. Target words in sentence sets, as in Studies 2A and 2B, alternated between emphatic and nonemphatic stress. If acoustic similarity is the only factor determining infants' success at word-form recognition, then we should expect equally strong recognition of both familiarization items. Alternatively, if emphatic stress does facilitate word-form learning, then we should observe stronger recognition of the word that was emphatically stressed during familiarization.
3.9. Method 3.9.1. Participants Twenty-four infants (10 females and 14 males) from monolingual English-speaking households were tested. The infants' average age was 231 days (SD = 8 days; range = 211-242 days), approximately 7.5 months. Three additional infants were excluded due to inattention and failure to complete the test.
Stimuli, apparatus, and procedure
Infants were each familiarized with two words, one produced with emphatic stress and the other produced with nonemphatic stress. As in the previous experiments, half of the infants heard chicken and dolphin during familiarization, whereas the others heard monkey and falcon. Within each of these subgroups, assignment of words to emphatic and nonemphatic stress was counter-balanced. The recognition test phase used the same sentence sets as those used in Studies 2A and 2B, with stress on target and control words alternating between emphatic and nonemphatic. The apparatus and procedure were the same as in the previous experiments, except that type of stress at familiarization was manipulated as a within-subjects variable.
Results
Analysis of familiarization phase
Infants in the two conditions did not receive different amounts of exposure to the different target words during familiarization, nor did they complete familiarization at different rates for the two target words, as measured by mean orientation time per trial. A within-subjects analysis showed no difference in the number of familiarization trials infants received with emphatically stressed words (M = 5.04, SD = 1.95) versus nonemphatically stressed words (M = 5.42, SD = 1.47), t(23) = 0.16, ns. Nor was there any difference in the amount of orientation time per familiarization trial for emphatically stressed words (M = 6.55 s, SD = 3.13) versus nonemphatically stressed words (M = 6.02 s, SD = 2.79), t(23) = 0.08, ns.
Analysis of recognition test phase
Average orientation times were analyzed in a one-way repeated measures (following emphatic familiarization, following nonemphatic familiarization, non-familiarized) ANOVA and can be seen in Fig. 5 . Overall, mean orientation times for the three conditions were significantly different from one another, F(2, 46) = 23.04, p < .001, g 2 = 0.18. As expected, orientation times towards sentence sets containing words that were familiarized with emphatic stress (M = 7.87 s; SD = 3.06 s) were significantly longer than orientation times towards sentences sets containing non-familiarized words (M = 5.04 s; SD = 1.83 s), t(23) = 5.80, p < .001, Cohen's d = 1.12. Orientation times to sentence sets containing words that were familiarized with nonemphatic stress (M = 6.09 s; SD = 2.60 s) were also significantly longer than orientation times to sentence sets containing non-familiarized words, t(23) = 3.64, p < .001, Cohen's d = 0.47. These results parallel the influence of familiarity observed in Study 2B.
Of greater interest, infants oriented significantly longer to sentence sets containing words that they initially had heard produced with emphatic stress than those containing words initially heard produced with nonemphatic stress, t(23) = 3.90, p < .01. The difference in orientation times observed here could reflect the superior attention-attracting and attention-maintaining qualities of words stressed emphatically at familiarization, or the overall preference an infant has for emphatically stressed words. Either interpretation is consistent with mothers' repeated use of emphatic stress across mentions of words to their infants. Yet despite the more sensitive, within-subjects design we employed here, the effect size for the result, Cohen's d = 0.63, is still somewhat smaller than that observed in Study 2A, when stress at familiarization precisely matched stress at recognition. Study 3 was thus designed to address the interactive influence of emphatic stress and matching stress on early infant word-form learning and recognition.
Study 3
Several studies have found effects of similarity across a word's acoustic form in early word-form recognition, but these have focused on different acoustic characteristics than the present investigation. For instance, familiarized 7.5-month-olds with stimuli produced by a female talker and found that they listened longer to test passages containing the familiarized words if the sentences were also produced by a female talker, rather than a male talker. Similarly, Singh et al. (2004) found that 7.5-month-olds recognized words when speaker affect matched, but not when speaker affect varied, across familiarization and testing. Singh, White et al. (2008) digitally raised and lowered the pitch of both words and sentences and found that 7.5-month-olds recognized words only when familiarization and test pitch matched. However, infants do not incorporate all correlated vocal properties into their word-form representations: Singh, White et al. (2008) showed that word-form recognition is unimpeded when amplitude is systematically varied across familiarization and recognition testing. Do young infants treat emphatic stress more like talker gender , speaker affect (Singh et al., 2004) , and speaker pitch (Singh, White et al., 2008) , or instead like amplitude (Singh, White et al., 2008) ? In Study 1, we showed that mothers systematically vary emphatic stress across repeated mentions of words, a practice that should, according to the view developed here, lead to infants' exclusion of emphatic stress from their word-form representations. When this might occur, however, is unknown. To our knowledge, all of the examples of word repetition in the literature are drawn from conversations with infants who have already begun to speak; such repetition may be particularly likely to occur when caretakers are consciously trying to teach words to their infants, and whether caretakers repeat words to preverbal infants is an open question.
In this study, we orthogonally manipulated the presence of emphatic or nonemphatic stress during the familiarization and recognition phases of the experiment to determine their effects on word recognition in a between-subjects design. The four resulting conditions allowed us to address each of four (1) emphatic familiarization stress on one word and (2) nonemphatic familiarization stress on another word with alternating stress in recognition sentence sets (within-subjects).
possibilities: (1) that emphatic stress is facilitative to word-form recognition when present during familiarization, (2) that emphatic stress is facilitative to word-form recognition when present at recognition, (3) that emphatic stress must be present at both familiarization and recognition to be facilitative, or (4) that emphatic stress is not particularly facilitative to word-form recognition.
Method
Participants
Eighty infants (34 females and 46 males) from monolingual English-speaking households were tested. The infants' average age was 230 days (SD = 8 days; range = 213-246 days), approximately 7.5 months. Eight additional infants were excluded due to inattention and failure to complete the test.
Stimuli, apparatus, and procedure
Four groups of 20 infants were tested in each of the four conditions. Stress type at familiarization and at recognition were orthogonally manipulated as between-subject independent factors, each with two levels (emphatic stress or nonemphatic stress). Infants in each condition were familiarized with two English target words, produced either with emphatic or nonemphatic stress. They were then tested for recognition, again using words produced either with emphatic or nonemphatic stress. The apparatus and test procedure were identical to those in the previous experiments; as described in Appendix A, additional stimuli were recorded and rated to complete the sentence sets.
Results
Analysis of familiarization phase
Infants in the four conditions did not receive different amounts of familiarization to emphatically and nonemphatically stressed words. Analysis of the average number of trials among the four familiarization conditions revealed no significant difference, F(1, 76) = 1.40, ns, nor was there any difference in the average length of each trial, F(1, 76) = 1.63, ns. Specific comparisons between familiarization conditions revealed no significant difference for familiarization with emphatic stress relative to nonemphatic stress either in average orientation time per trial (M = 7.85 s, SD = 1.64 vs. M = 7.27 s, SD = 1.55), t(78) = 1.35, ns, nor a significant difference in average number of trials (M = 4.16 s, SD = .96 vs. M = 4.43 s, SD = 1.04), t(78) = À1.17, ns.
Analysis of recognition test phase
In each of the four conditions, average orientation times were calculated for sentence sets containing familiarized and non-familiarized words. Data were entered into a 2 (Stress at Familiarization: Emphatic vs. Nonemphatic) Â 2 (Stress at Recognition: Emphatic vs. Nonemphatic) Â 2 (Familiarity: Familiarized vs. Non-familiarized) mixed ANOVA, with Familiarity as the only within-subject factor.
Overall, there was a main effect of Familiarity, F(1, 76) = 5.34, p < .05, g 2 = 0.06, such that infants spent more time oriented towards sentence sets containing familiarized words (M = 6.9 s, SD = 1946) than non-familiarized words (M = 6.4, SD = 1946). However, contrary to research arguing for the importance of emphatic stress (e.g., Bernstein Ratner, 1996), there was no significant effect of stress at familiarization, F < 1. Only the main effect of stress at recognition approached statistical significance, F(1, 76) = 3.22, p < .08. More telling, the only other statistically significant effect was a three-way interaction between stress at familiarization, stress at recognition, and familiarization, F(1, 76) = 7.46, p < .05, g 2 = 0.08. The means and standard deviations for this interaction are shown in Table 3 .
These results reveal the importance of acoustic similarity-or stress matching-between familiarization and recognition. We can consider the evidence in two ways. First, recognition (operationalized as significant differences in orientation time towards sentence sets containing familiarized versus non-familiarized words) occurred when stress was matched across familiarization and recognition, but not when it was mismatched. When target words occurred with emphatic stress at both familiarization and recognition, infants oriented significantly longer to sentence sets containing familiarized words, t(19) = 2.13, p < .05, Cohen's d = 0.52. The same pattern appeared when target words were con-sistently produced with nonemphatic stress, t(19) = 2.44, p < .03, Cohen's d = 0.48. In contrast, when target words were produced with one type of stress at familiarization and the other at recognition, orientation times to sentence sets with familiarized versus non-familiarized words did not differ; in both cases, t(19) < 1.
Second, we analyzed the between-subject determinants of the recognition scores (computed by subtracting orientation times for sentence sets containing non-familiarized words from orientation times for sentence sets containing familiarized words). These are shown in Fig. 6 . When we grouped the data according to type of stress at familiarization or type of stress at recognition, there were no differences in recognition scores, Fs < 1. However, when we grouped the data according to matching versus mismatching stress, recognition scores were significantly higher in the matched conditions than in the mismatched conditions, F(1, 78) = 7.46, p < .01, g 2 = 0.09. These findings highlight the importance of acoustic similarity from one encounter with a word (e.g., during familiarization) to the next (e.g., during recognition) in supporting infants' emerging word-form recognition.
Discussion
Study 3 was designed to explore why familiarization with alternating emphatic/nonemphatic stress in Study 2A produced a larger effect size than when familiarization took place entirely with emphatic stress in Study 2B. We had hypothesized that providing familiarization with both emphatic and nonemphatic forms of stress (rather than with emphatic forms only) might strengthen recognition by providing a better match with recognition targets that were sometimes emphatic and sometimes nonemphatic. The results of Study 3 indicate that infants' ability to recognize words in fluent speech following familiarization does depend, at least to some degree, on the similarity of stress present from familiarization to recognition. That is, for 7.5-month-old infants, emphatic stress was facilitative at familiarization when emphatic stress was also present at recognition. Similarly, nonemphatic stress was facilitative at recognition when nonemphatic stress was also present at recognition. Moreover, when there was an ''emphasis mismatch" at familiarization and recognition (e.g., emphatic stress at familiarization and nonemphatic at recognition; nonemphatic stress at familiarization and emphatic at recognition), little to no recognition was observed. These results comport with other studies that have shown matching effects in early word-form recognition. However, if what is critical for infants' early ability to recognize words is the acoustic similarity between familiarization and recognition (viz., earlier and later instances of words), then any pattern of usage that mothers might use should do equally well to support learning, provided that it is consistent. In that case, if mothers must modify the way they use emphatic/nonemphatic stress to accommodate immature listeners, the simplest way (at least theoretically) would be to monotonically reduce stress on words across mentions, albeit with a shallower slope than that found in adultdirected speech, thereby providing infants with the range of possibilities for that dimension of stress. Our finding of no significant linear reductions across mention for any of the pitch measures in Study 1, and only a marginally significant reduction in word duration across mention, clearly shows that this is not the pattern observed with mothers. Rather, mothers' behavior appeared to conform to the common-sense notion that the attention-getting nature of emphatic stress is important for infants' word learning and is a useful tool for framing the presentation of alternate versions of the word (e.g., nonemphatically stressed instances of the same word).
General discussion
In this article, we report two related sets of findings, the first concerning prosodic properties of repeated words in infant-directed speech, and the second concerning effects of such properties on infants' spoken word recognition. From the inception of formal study of child-directed speech (Ferguson, 1964; Snow, 1972) , researchers have noted the high frequency of exact and periphrastic repetitions of phrases and sentences; the individual words contained in these necessarily are repeated as well. Previous research by Fisher and Tokura (1995) examined the prosodic properties of the first and second mentions of repeated words in speech to 14-and 15-month-olds and to adults. Observing that second mentions were reduced (shorter duration, lower pitch, smaller pitch excursions) in both registers, Fisher and Tokura concluded that something akin to a given/new contract (Clark & Haviland, 1977; Fowler & Housum, 1987) is observed in child-directed speech in much the same way that it is in adult-directed speech. In the present work, we adopted Fisher and Tokura's procedure and induced mothers to spontaneously mention target words to their infants multiple times. Our analyses of first and second mentions comported with their earlier findings. However, our analyses of third, fourth, and fifth mentions produced unexpected results: rather than monotonically or categorically reducing prosodic properties across mentions, mothers generally oscillated between producing non-reduced, emphatic tokens and reduced, nonemphatic tokens, following a damped quartic trend (see Fig. 2 ). These results do not strictly conform to the given/new model. Across repeated mentions, mothers produce multiple emphatically stressed instances of the word, a phenomenon that is not observed in the suprasegmental cues in adult-directed speech. However, this is in large part because adult-directed speech does not include multiple, sequential repetitions.
A theme implicit in much research on language development has been that such repetition with emphasis is likely to aid word recognition by making words perceptually prominent Bernstein Ratner, 1996; Cooper & Aslin, 1990; Fernald, 2000; Fernald & Mazzie, 1991; Werker & McLeod, 1989) . The results of Study 2C are consistent with this: when infants were tested with sentence sets in which target words appeared with alternating emphatic and nonemphatic stress, recognition was slightly enhanced for words that had first been familiarized with emphatically stressed rather than nonemphatically stress. That emphatic stress assumes additional prominence in a more complex situation should not be surprising. In everyday life, it is likely that the contrast provided by emphatic stress assists caretakers in focusing infants' attention on particular items, despite the welter of words in the caretaker's speech stream. By presenting both forms of stress during familiarization in Study 2C, we may have drawn their attention to this dimension in a way that would not happen outside the laboratory, when it is unlikely that a caregiver would alternate between the presentations of two new words, while emphasizing only one. Future studies, in which a reversed design (e.g., familiarization with sentence sets and recognition testing with single words) is followed, will further elucidate the specific influence of emphatic stress on lexical acquisition.
In addition to finding at least some facilitation of recognition for emphatically stressed words, an advantage that appears to hold across the life span (cf. Goodman, Nusbaum, Lee, & Broihier, 1990) , we also found evidence for what might be considered an infant-specific pattern of recognition. When infants were tested with sentence sets in which target words appeared with exclusively emphatic or nonemphatic stress, recognition was successful only when infants had first been familiarized with instances of the word bearing the same form of stress. In Study 3, 7.5-month-olds who were familiarized and tested with emphatically stressed words and sentence sets, or familiarized and tested with nonemphatically stressed words and sentence sets, showed recognition scores that were significantly greater than zero (see Fig. 6 ). In contrast, infants who were familiarized with emphatically stressed words and tested with nonemphatically stressed sentence sets, or vice versa, showed recognition scores that were not different from zero.
Lexically relevant and irrelevant forms of variation in early word recognition
The results of Study 3 are consistent with several other studies that have found that early spoken word recognition may be disrupted by variation along a number of dimensions that are, to more mature listeners, lexically irrelevant. found that 7.5-month-olds familiarized with tokens from a female talker failed to recognize words in sentences from a male talker. Singh et al. (2004) found that 7.5-month-olds familiarized with tokens produced in one affect failed to recognize words in sentences produced in a different affect, even though the talker remained constant. Singh, White et al. (2008) similarly found that 7.5-month-olds familiarized with tokens produced with raised pitch failed to recognize words in sentences produced with lowered pitch, and vice versa. Collectively, these results indicate that young infants are forming detailed representations of input stimuli and that they are weighting lexically-relevant and -irrelevant dimensions more or less equally.
Although such unbiased weightings are suboptimal for word recognition in any given language, they provide an optimal starting point for phonological learning. For infants learning Latvian for example, segment duration will prove to be lexically relevant, for infants learning Mandarin, pitch contour will be relevant, and for infants learning Tamil, the contrast between dental and retroflex places of articulation will be relevant. For English-learning infants, none of these will be relevant, but there is no way for them to know this in advance. Initial unbiased weightings combined with attention to statistical properties of the input-the characteristics of speech sound distributions and covariance among properties of those sounds-ensure that infants will not overlook relevant dimensions of variation, while providing them with a means for adapting these weightings in an appropriate, languagespecific manner.
One consequence of this account is that infants may be easily misled in early stages of acquisition. As Study 3 and the above-cited studies show, around the time that infants are beginning to recognize spoken words in fluent speech (around 6 or 7 months), we can easily confuse them by artificially conflating particular sequences of phones (that are lexically relevant) with any of a host of lexically irrelevant properties of speech. As infants gain more knowledge of the words of their language and adapt their weightings, it should become progressively more difficult to ''fool" them. Indeed, in the instances of paralinguistic properties of talker identity, speaker affect, and pitch, as well as in instances of specific-language-irrelevant phonetic contrasts (e.g., Werker & Tees, 1984) , there are abundant data showing that infants' sensitivity to variations that are not functionally useful in the native language decreases across the second half of the first year of life. Such sensitivities are never completely lost; studies with adults show effects of token-specific details on memory for aurally presented words (Bradlow, Nygaard, & Pisoni, 1999; Church & Schacter, 1994; Fisher, Hunt, Chambers, & Church, 2001; Goldinger, 1998; Luce & Lyons, 1998; Nygaard, Sommers, & Pisoni, 1994; Palmeri, Goldinger, & Pisoni, 1993; Pisoni, 1997) . In more mature listeners, however, these effects comprise modest slowing of recognition, rather that the sort of recognition failure that has been observed in younger infants.
Availability of general purpose acoustic variability
The pattern that we observed in Study 1-alternation of presence and absence of emphatic stress on repeated pronunciations of the same phonotactic sequences-ought to provide optimal evidence that emphatic stress is, in fact, not relevant for lexical identity. This is, after all, what infants (at least infants 9 months and older) hear. But our perceptual results from 7.5-month-olds challenge this interpretation; the younger infants were strongly influenced by acoustic similarity. So do younger infants hear the same thing as older infants? Extant examples of caretaker repetitions have been drawn from conversations with older infants; for example, the sequence quoted by Bernstein Ratner (1996) that was cited in the Introduction was addressed to a 13-month-old. Few studies have examined speech to very young infants, and none of these have analyzed the phonetic, prosodic, or paralinguistic properties of caretaker repetitions. But we speculate that they do; consideration of why caretakers repeat offers clues to when they repeat.
First, although caretakers' natural demonstration of which properties do and do not covary with the phonotactic sequences that define words may be an extremely useful benefit of varying word repetition, at least in the long term, it is highly unlikely that caretakers repeat for this reason. For most lay speakers, the properties of speech that are linguistically relevant are uncontemplated and self-evident. Rather than serving long-term demands of learning, repetitions serve immediate discourse needs (Fernald, 2000) . Caretakers may repeat to engage or maintain an infant's interest in an interaction. Or caretakers may repeat to draw an infant's attention to a particular aspect of the non-linguistic context. Caretakers may repeat to foster an infant's comprehension. Finally, caretakers may repeat to elicit the production of a word or phrase by the infant him-or herself. Sixmonth-olds are not yet producing any words, so this last reason cannot be operative for them. If caretakers believe that infants are not yet capable of understanding language-probably the case with respect to the great majority of 6-month-olds-they may not be inclined to repeat or recast in order to improve infants' comprehension. This also applies to use of repetitions to draw infants' attention to aspects of the environment; pointing to a body part, moving an object into the infant's line of gaze, or making an object do interesting things are surely more effective means of eliciting attention than is repeating linguistic labels. Thus, some of the reasons for repeating words in varying linguistic contexts, which ensure variation in phonetic form, do not apply in interactions with very young infants. Clearly, data on speech directed to younger infants are needed to elucidate this issue.
Nonetheless, we know that some rituals with young infants do involve linguistic repetition. In our culture, the most common of these is no doubt ''peek-a-boo". One hallmark of this ritual, however, is that ''peek-a-boo" is repeated with a minimum of variation. Similarly, in an analysis of sentence-level repetitions, Fernald and Morikawa (1993) found a significantly higher proportion of exact repetitions in speech addressed to American and Japanese 6-month-olds than to 9-or 12-month-olds. Therefore, in the absence of additional, more direct evidence, one might conclude that the sort of repetitionwith-variation that we observed in Study 1 is experienced much more often by older infants than by infants who are at the beginning stages of spoken word recognition. This is an empirical question meriting examination.
Still, why do mothers repeat in the particular pattern that we observed? Certainly there were factors in our elicitation study that may have boosted this behavior by mothers artificially (e.g., their need to engage the infant in what amounted to a relatively static and repetitive event), but we speculate that this pattern might arise from the competing pressures that mothers are subjected to when conversing with their (in this case, older) infants quite often. As very well practiced speakers, mothers are used to reducing words on repeated mentions. On the other hand, if mothers wish to teach a word, or draw attention to the referent of a particular word, it is natural for them to highlight their mentions of that word. Highlighting and emphasizing are, by their very nature, contrastive: if every mention of a word is emphatic, then none is. Acceding, at least temporarily, to familiar adjustments based on the discourse status of the word provides mothers with a means of supplying the necessary contrast. Having uttered one reduced mention of the word, mothers are free to emphasize again. Of course, more nuanced analyses may reveal that mothers were shifting focus to other aspects of the event (e.g., the turtle agent) by de-emphasizing the target animal's label, a view that is consistent with more recent accounts of how stress is used between adults (Dahan et al., 2002) . But cycling back and forth between emphatic and nonemphatic stress might just be the simplest way to reconcile an intention to consistently emphasize a word with the habitual bias towards producing attention-getting and/ or maintaining, rhythmic speech.
Having considered how, why, and when caretakers repeat, we might also consider what caretakers repeat. In our puppet-show procedure, before each scene, mothers were prompted with both a noun and a verb: ''gazelle/push". We reported only on their repetitions of the target nouns, which were produced by mothers as either proper nouns in initial position or as count nouns in medial and final position. Given our inclusion of sentences with target nouns in all three sentence positions, it is unclear how this differentiation influences segmentation. Our data do not allow us to examine this issue. Some mothers did repeat verbs accompanying target nouns, but not nearly as often as they repeated the target nouns themselves. Analysis of repeated verbs was complicated by the fact that mothers often used them in varying morphological forms:
Look, the turtle's pushing the gazelle. Ooh, the gazelle got pushed again. Did the turtle push the gazelle?
Moreover, studies of infant word recognition have focused on recognition of nouns. An exception is a study by Nazzi, Dilley, Jusczyk, Shattuck-Hufnagel, and Jusczyk (2005) , who found segmentation of verbs by English-learning infants only at 13.5 months, 6 months later than infants are segmenting nouns (cf. Jusczyk, Houston, & Newsome, 1999) . One reason for this delay in verb recognition may be that nouns are more likely to occur in sentence-initial or -final positions, positions that are privileged for segmentation and recognition (Seidl & Johnson, 2006) . To date, there have been no demonstrations of infant recognition of sentence-medial words within the first year of life. For all these reasons, we believe that caretaker repetition of nouns is most significant in early word learning and language development.
Ultimately, our findings serve to inform the relation between infant preference and processing during listening. Infant preferences initially tend toward the perceptually salient, language-general (even non-linguistic) aspects of an auditory scene. These preferences include biases towards infant-directed speech (Fernald, 1985) , positive affect (Mastropieri & Turkewicz, 1999; Singh, Morgan, & Best, 2002) , and higher amplitude (Sinnott, Pisoni, & Aslin, 1983) , to name just a few. What is notable about each of these examples of early infant auditory preference is their acoustic similarity to emphatic stress. As we noted earlier, the results of Study 2C are consistent with a continuing preference for emphatic stress: words familiarized with emphatic stress elicited longer orientation times at recognition than words with nonemphatic stress. Nevertheless, there does not appear to be an absolute advantage for emphatic stress in early word-form recognition. Rather, as the results of Study 3 demonstrate, infants are forming detailed representations based on their individual encounters with words, and their recognition of new instances is constrained by the acoustic similarity among all of these details. Preference therefore does not determine processing: preferred stimulus properties enter into infants' processing, but so do many non-preferred properties.
Ultimately, to cope with variation in word forms, infants must distinguish those features that are lexically relevant from those that are not. By providing massed repetitions of words that systematically vary on lexically irrelevant dimensions, caretakers may provide input that is nigh optimal for learning. As we have shown, rather than abandoning the pattern of emphasis suited for more mature listeners, in speaking to their infants, mothers integrate it with the repetition that is unique to infantdirected speech. This practice may help relieve some of the stress from the formidable task that is learning to recognize spoken words. next sentence. Responses for stress type were considered correct if the answer matched the form of stress intended during recording. The average consistency between these ratings and the type of stress indicated by the Likert scale ratings collected earlier was 91.23%. Items eliciting unreliable responses were re-recorded by the same female speaker and re-rated until all were judged reliably. Sentences were then digitally arranged to create test stimuli for the perceptual experiments reported here.
Acoustic measures for the final set of words used as familiarization stimuli are shown in Table A1 . Analyses of these stimuli were consistent with the acoustic measures of the naturally produced, infant-directed speech reported in Study 1. First, maximum F 0 was higher for emphatically stressed words than for nonemphatically stressed words t(59) = 22.20, p < .0001, but minimum F 0 was not , t(59) = 1.57, ns. Overall, mean F 0 was higher in emphatically stressed words than in nonemphatically stressed words, t(59) = 18.01, p < .0001. Finally, pitch range (in semitones) of emphatic stressed words exceeded that of nonemphatically stressed words, t(59) = 16.12, p < .0001, as did relative durations of targets produced with the two forms of stress t(59) = 19.28, p < .0001.
Appendix B
B.1. Example sentence sets: alternating (emphatic/nonemphatic) stress across mentions He's nudging the chicken Falcon is saying 'hello'! Oh I think chicken is tough to push He's rocking the falcon He's lifting the chicken right up in the air Falcon is getting swung all around Chicken is being rocked There's that falcon again He's tickling the chicken He's swinging that falcon round and round Chicken is all gone Look at the falcon Note: Mean, minimum, and maximum F 0 in Hertz, F 0 range in semitones, and duration in milliseconds.
